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the items of the listbox to the player's inventory. The player can equip the
weapons in their inventory. The player can equip multiple weapons in their

inventory. The player can unequip the weapons in their inventory. The player
can only use a single weapon at a time. The player can equip any weapons in his
inventory. The player's current weapon changes when they use a new weapon.

The player can swap between weapon types. The player can use advanced
weapons and unique powers. The player has unlimited swap slots. The player

can swap between all weapons in their inventory. The weapons the player carries
are accessible from the "slot" screen. The player can equip weapons and powers
on their left and right hand. The player can equip weapons and powers on their
left and right hand. The player can equip multiple weapons and powers on their
left and right hand. The player can equip multiple weapons in their left and right

hand. The player can equip weapons and powers on their left and right hand.
The player can equip weapons and powers on their left and right hand. The
player can equip any weapons and powers on their left and right hand. The

player can equip multiple weapons and powers on their left and right hand. The
player can equip any weapons and powers on their left and right hand. The

player can equip weapons and powers on their left and right hand. The player
can equip any weapons and powers on their left and right hand. The player can
equip multiple weapons and powers on their left and right hand. The player can
equip all weapons and powers on their left and right hand. This is a full listing of

every weapon in the game. Warrior Armor 1 of 6. Warrior Armor (Vernian,
PC/Mac) Item Name Rarity Price Damage Amulet of Godliness Legendary

190-200% Bow of Storms Rare 125-150% Scythe of Shadows Rare 130-140%
Rifle of Storms Rare 150-160% Crossbow of Storms Rare 125-150% Gauntlet of

Storms Legendary 200-220% Armor of Godliness Standard 200-220%
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